This paper presents an analysis of the geometry-related constraints of a singleinput single output (SISO) minimum effort active noise control system with feedback inclusion architecture which includes the feedback path in the controller formulation. Realisation of this type of minimum effort controller imposes an infinite gain control (IGC) requirement for certain geometrical arrangements. In the investigation into these geometrical arrangements with fixed primary and secondary source locations, the IGC locus is found to be two circles occupied by the detector and observer respectively in three dimensions. Varying the minimum effort parameter term has the effect of moving these two circles closer or away from each other, hence varying their location and radii. As a result, the minimum effort parameter, apart from constraining the control signal has a potential of overcoming the IGC constraints for a fixed geometrical arrangement.
INTRODUCTION
The minimum effort feedforward active noise control (ANC) system can be generally divided into two architectures namely feedback cancellation [1, 2] and feedback inclusion [3] [4] [5] . The feedback inclusion architecture is termed [5] when the acoustic feedback path is incorporated into the controller formulation. The optimal cancellation controller formulation and self-tuning control method for this architecture was developed to yield a maximum cancellation at the observer [3, 4] while the minimum effort controller formulation and self-tuning control method [5, 6] was developed to include minimisation of not just the power of the error but also the power of the control effort signals. The minimum effort is desirable in limiting the magnitude of the control signal due to the finite power handling capacity of the actuators and amplifiers [7, 8] . In a recent study on nonlinear ANC, the minimum effort parameter is also used to constrain the signal power to avoid the saturation level inherent in the secondary source actuator [9] . In the application of minimum effort ANC with feedback inclusion architecture, the realisation of the controller under certain geometrical arrangements would give rise to an undesirable infinite gain control (IGC) requirement. Since it is impossible for a controller to have an infinite gain, the three dimensional contour of the IGC must be avoided at the design stage with careful placement of the detector and observer while fixing the primary and secondary sources' locations. In the studies carried out on the optimal controller [10, 11] , the shape of the IGC locus is characterised as either a plane or a circle occupied by the detector and the observer respectively. In this paper, The cost function of the ANC problem considered in this study is written as (1) Minimising the cost function with respect to the real and imaginary parts of C(jω) and equating to zero while dropping the (jω) term for clarity yields a minimum effort controller [5] ; 
with ( * ) symbolising complex conjugation.
LIMITATIONS OF CONTROLLER DESIGN
The IGC requirement arises in the minimum effort controller formulation of equation (2) when the denominator term in the bracket becomes zero or (
The frequency response functions of the free-field acoustic paths in this analysis are represented as [3] ;
;
where c is the speed of sound and A is a proportionality constant. Substituting for E(jω), F(jω), G(jω), and H(jω) from equations (5) into equation (4) and simplifying yields (6) This equation is true if and only if the amplitudes as well as the exponents (phases) on either side of the equation are equal. Equating the amplitudes yields or ;
where a, the distance ratio between r e and r f is a positive real number. Equating the phases yields (8) Note that equations (7) (8) provide the three conditions that must be satisfied and define the locus of points for which [(1 + γ)HE -GF] = 0, and thus the controller is required to have infinitely large gain. Note that these equations are in terms of the distances r e , r f , r g , r h as well as the modified effort weighting parameter γ. This indicates that, the IGC situation is determined by the locations of the detector and observer relative to the primary and secondary sources and can be influenced by the value of γ. Substituting for r f and r h in equation (8) using equation (7) and rearranging yields 
Equation (9) suggests that certain constraints on the value of distance ratio a exist that physically may not be realisable. These include ; for (10) ; for
This implies that the distance ratio cannot have a value a = (1 + γ) because it would require r e = 0 and this is not physically possible. Similarly the distance ratio cannot have a value a = 1 because it would require r g = 0 which is again physically impossible. Excluding the conditions of equation (10) i.e a ≠ (1 + γ), a ≠ 1 coupled with a ≠ 0 and positive value of minimum effort weighting parameter γ ≥ 0, the IGC locus can be defined in the ranges 0 < a <1, 1 < a < 1 + γ and a > 1 + γ.
IGC LOCUS WITH UNITY DISTANCE RATIO
A unity distance ratio between r e and r f is defined with a = 1. Substituting for a = 1 into equation (7) yields the locus of points for which infinite gain is required of the controller and (11) If the locations of the primary and secondary sources are fixed then the ratio r e r f in the first relation of equation (11) defines a plane surface perpendicularly bisecting the line joining the primary and secondary sources. The proof is presented in Appendix A and follows Tokhi and Leitch [10, 11] closely. Given the primary and secondary sources located at points (0, 0, 0) and (u s , v s , w s ) respectively with distance d apart in a three-dimensional UVW-space depicted in Figure 3 , the plane is given by (see Appendix A -equation A.14) (12) which intersects the U-, V-and W -axes, respectively at points (d 2 2u s ,0,0), (0, d 2 2v s ,0), and (0, 0, d 2 2w s ). This plane is shown in Figure 4 . The IGC would occur when the detector is located at any point on this plane. Unity distance ratio can also be defined between r g and r h such that a = (1 + γ). Substituting this value into equation (7) yields the locus of points for which infinite gain is required of the controller and (13) Similarly, if the locations of the primary and secondary sources are fixed then the ratio r g r h in equation (13) defines a plane surface similar to that in equation (12) . This is the plane occupied by the observer which may raise the IGC requirement. Note that the two conditions of unity distance ratio a which cause IGC to occur are similar to the constraints introduced in equation (10) . 
IGC LOCUS WITH NON-UNITY DISTANCE RATIO
A non-unity distance ratio is defined when a ≠ 1 and a ≠ (1 + γ). Equations (7) and (9) indicate that the locus of points for which an infinitely large gain is required of the controller as ;
; (14) These relationships signify the locus that must be simultaneously satisfied by the detector and observer in three-dimensional space. It will be demonstrated that satisfying these relationships will results in the formation of two circles in three dimensional space, one occupied by the detector while the other by the observer. Since the two circles will not occupy the same space, they will be considered separately. The locus of the detection points that give rise to an infinite gain control (IGC) situation will be termed infinite gain control of detector (IGCD) while the locus of the observation points that give rise to an infinite gain control situation will be termed infinite gain control of observer (IGCO).
Locus of Infinite Gain Control of Detector (IGCD)
The analysis of the IGCD begins by fixing the location of the detector point in the three-dimensional UVW -space. The locus of this point which is shown in two dimensions in Figure 5 (a) represents a spherical surface with centre at the primary source location P and a radius r e ;
It follows from equation (A.5) in Appendix A (with γ = 0), that the first relation in equation (14) defines another spherical surface defined as (16) with centre at and a radius of The complete locus of detection point description is given by the intersection of the two spheres in equation (15) 
where (18) The quantity of B D gives a measure of the intersection of the plane in equation (17) with the coordinate axes and, thereby, with the line PS passing through the primary and secondary source location. It is evident from equation (18) that B D is dependent on d, r e , r f or, for constant d, it depends on the location of the detector only. It is found through the procedure described in Appendix A that the line PS passing through the primary and secondary source locations is at right angles to this plane. This is shown in two dimensions in Figure 6 (a). The corresponding IGC circle which is shown in Figure 6 (b) where r cD is the radius of the IGCD circle, can be written as
The maximum value of the radius, r cDmax , is r e and occurs at the situation where the plane of the IGCD circle intersects the line PS at point P. Movement of the plane to either side of the point P will cause the radius to decrease. At the extreme case where the line PD is in alignment with the line PS (θ is either 0°or 180°) the radius r cD is zero. In general, for constant values of the angle θ the radius r cD is directly proportional to the distance r e between the primary source and detector. This implies that in order for r cD to be minimised the detector is required to be placed as close to the primary source as possible. 
Locus of Infinite Gain Control in relation to the Observer (IGCO)
Analysis of the infinite-gain controller locus in relation to the observer (IGCO) follows closely that of IGCD. The analysis of the IGCO begins by fixing the location of the observer point in the three-dimensional UVW -space relative to the primary source as depicted in Figure 7 . The locus of this point which is shown in two dimensions in Figure 8 (a) represents a spherical surface with centre at the primary source location P and a radius of r g = r e [1 -a] 
given by the third relation in equation (15) and centre at the primary source location P;
The distance ratio r g r h of the observer is given by the second relation in equation Location of observer relative to primary and secondary sources
This indicates that for constant r e the radius of the sphere that represents the observer varies with γ. The complete locus of the observation is given by the intersection of the two spheres in equation (20) 
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The quantity B O equation (23) which is expressed in terms of r e gives a relative measure of the intersection of the IGCO plane with the coordinate axes and the line PS compared to the intersection coordinate of the IGCD plane in equation (18). Note that without minimum effort control i.e. γ = 0, both IGC planes will overlap. Therefore increasing the effort weighting parameter has the influence of separating the planes further apart as shall be demonstrated by simulation. The corresponding IGCO circle is shown in Figure 9 with the radius of r cO can be written as; (24) (a) (b) Figure 9 .
(
a) Formation of the IGCO circle (b) Locus of IGCO circle
Movement of the plane to either side of the point P will result in a decrease in the radius. At the extreme case where the line PO is in alignment with the line PS (Φ is either 0°or 180°) the radius r cO is zero. This implies that IGCO circle can be minimised if the observer placed as far away from the primary source as possible.
A complete picture of the interaction between the IGCO circle and the IGCD circle is depicted in Figure 10 . The relationship between angle Φ and angle θ can be found trigonometrically [12] as (25) Using equation (19) and , the IGCO radius, r cO in equation (24) can be expressed in terms of IGCD radius r cD as (26) Note again that without minimum effort control i.e. γ = 0, both IGC locus will overlap as in the optimal control studies [10] described earlier in the introduction. 
SIMULATION EXAMPLE
In these simulation studies, the influence of the effort weighting parameter on the location and radius of the IGCO circle relative to IGCD circle is investigated. A series of computations are conducted whereby the four spheres in equations (15), (16), (20) and (21) are generated and viewed in two dimensions. The primary and secondary sources are fixed at P(0,0,0) and S(1000 mm,0,0) respectively which gives d = 1000mm. The distance between the primary source and the detector r e is fixed to (500mm) while the distance ratio a is fixed to 0.5. In the computations, the effort weighting parameter γ is varied between 0 to 0.5. The results are shown in Figures (11-13) . In Figure 11 , no minimum effort control is used i.e. γ = 0. The IGCD and IGCO circles coincide with centre located at (125mm,0). Similarly the centres of spheres T and Q coincide. Increasing γ = 0.1, the centre of IGCO circle moves along the PS line towards point S and at the same time the radius of IGCO circle reduces as depicted in Figure (12 ). This indicates that the area that must be occupied by the observer in the three dimensional space for IGC condition to arise reduces. An interpretation of this result is that there is more room where the observer microphone can be placed in a tight space which will not necessarily lead to IGC. At γ = 0.5 the IGCO circle reduces to a point located at (250mm,0) as shown in Figure 13 . Beyond this point i.e. γ > 0.5 the IGCO circle will no longer exist as the two spheres that are related to the detector will not intersect. In other words, with γ > 0.5, the IGC requirement will not arise. This illustrates that besides reducing the amount of control effort, γ can be used to overcome the infinite-gain constraint. Relative location of the centre and radius of IGCD circle to IGCO circles with γ = 0.5. Note that IGCO reduces to a single point.
However, introducing γ has a potential to cause IGC to arise. Figures (12-13) illustrate the movement of IGCO circle to the right towards the secondary source as γ increases with centre on the line joining the points P-S. Suppose the observer is fixed on the line joining the points P-S at point (200mm,0). Therefore, at a certain value of γ between 0 < γ < 0.5, the centre of the IGCO circle will be shifted to coincide with the fixed observer location. This results in the fixed observer to lie on the IGCO circle, hence causing the IGC to arise. The computations suggest that the value of γ must be chosen with care for minimum effort control as not to cause IGC to arise. Since γ cannot be chosen in advance without knowing the positions of the detector and observer, some strategies are required in setting the appropriate value. An example is to start with zero effort constraint and reduce γ slowly until an acceptable minimum effort control requirement is achieved. if the selected value of γ causes IGC, then a new value which is close to the initial selection must be chosen.
CONCLUSION
The analysis of infinite-gain control (IGC) requirement has been presented. The locus of the IGC for optimal cancellation without minimum effort term for unity distance ratio was known to be a plane surface perpendicularly bisecting the line joining the primary and secondary sources. In the case of non-unity distance ratio the IGC locus represents two circles, one occupied by the detector and the other by the observer, that coincide with each other in a three-dimensional space, essentially forming just a single circle with centre along the line joining the locations of the primary and secondary sources. By introducing the modified effort-weighting parameter γ, the two IGC circles will separate from one another with the detector occupying one of the circles called the infinite-gain control of detector (IGCD) circle while the observer occupying the other circle called the infinite-gain control of observer (IGCO) circle. The centre and radius of these two circles are located along the line joining the locations of the primary and secondary sources. It was shown with computations that, while fixing the locations of the primary and secondary sources, certain range of values of γ has the potential to eliminate the IGC requirement altogether. This shows that apart from reducing the control effort, γ can be used to eliminate the IGC requirement. On the other hand, while fixing the IGCD
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locus, introducing γ has a potential of shifting the IGCO circle to encompass the observer point, hence causing an IGC requirement to arise. Therefore, in the absence of knowledge of the precise locations of the detector and observer, the value of γ can only be determined by a trial and error approach. This gives the locus of points in the three-dimensional UVW -space that corresponds to a particular distance ratio a, and minimum effort weighting γ. Equation (A.19) implies that the line PS is perpendicular to the plane surface in equation (A.14). Moreover, it follows from equation (A.13) that the point of intersection of the plane surface and the line PS is equidistant from points P and S. Therefore the plane in equation (A.14) perpendicularly bisects the line PS.
APPENDIX A -THE LOCUS OF CONSTANT DISTANCE RATIO
Non-unity distance ratio
